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1

Introduction
C.C. Tatham & Associates Ltd. has been retained by 2533827 Ontario Limited to prepare a Surface
Water Management Strategy Report in support of the proposed Official Plan Amendment (OPA),
Rezoning, and Site Plan Approval for a proposed Wakeboard Cable Park in the Town of The Blue
Mountains (TOBM). Specifically, this report has been prepared to address internal and external
servicing requirements related to stormwater management associated with this development and
present a water management strategy related to the filling and water level maintenance of the
proposed wakeboard ponds.

1.1

Site Description
The site is located near the southwest corner of Grey Road 2 and Clark Street as depicted on Figure
ODP-1 provided overleaf. The site consists of 35.78 ha of land formerly referred to as the Cedar Run
Horse Park property and is bisected southwest to northeast by an intermittent tributary watercourse.
The site is primarily grass covered and includes gravel roads and sand event areas from previous
development. It is currently zoned as “Recreational Commercial (C4-12h)” zone and “Hazard (H)”
zone under the site specific by-law (By-law 2012-49) applicable to the property. The property is legally
described as part Lot 30, Concession 9, Town of the Blue Mountains in Grey County.

1.2

Objectives
The Cedar Run Wakeboard Cable Park property has been the subject of various development reports
and approvals over the past years. The primary objectives of this report are as follows:






1.3

Present a stormwater management (SWM) plan for the development that demonstrates that a plan
has been designed considering all past input from approval agencies;
Present a surface water management strategy that will demonstrate how the wakeboard ponds are
to be filled and water levels maintained in a sustainable manner; and
Demonstrate that the development can be constructed in accordance with all applicable Municipal,
Regional and Provincial guidelines while minimizing the impact of the development on the local
drainage systems.

Background and Guidelines
This report was prepared recognizing the pertinent Conservation Authority, Municipality and Provincial
guidelines on water resources, including the following publications:


Stormwater Management Practices Planning and Design Manual. Ministry of the Environment
(2003);
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Design Guidelines for Sewage Works. Ministry of the Environment (2008); and



Engineering Standards. Town of the Blue Mountains (April 2009).

Due to the history of the area it is important to review the applicable background documents. The
following summary documents background information pertinent to the SWM planning and
development of the area:










1.4

Proposed Thornbury Horse Park Development Functional Servicing Report. C.C. Tatham &
Associates Ltd. (July, 2006). This report presented an overall analysis demonstrating
serviceability of the proposed horse park in terms of traffic, stormwater, sewage flows, water
supply and utilities.
Cedar Run – Thornbury Horse Park 2009-2010 Horse Show Approval Submission and Technical
Report. C.C. Tatham & Associates Ltd. (March, 2009). This report summarized the grading and
drainage work completed on-site for the horse park from 2006-2008 and presented an overall
plan summarizing the site servicing works required for the events proposed in 2009-2010.
Thornbury Horse Park Stormwater Management Report. C.C. Tatham & Associates Ltd. (June,
2009). This report presented a SWM Plan for the interim drainage conditions for the Horse Park
events planned in 2009 and 2010. The three ponds constructed from 2006-2008 were to provide
the required quality and quantity control.
Thornbury Horse Park Stormwater Design Brief - Addendum. C.C. Tatham & Associates Ltd.
(April, 2011). This report presented a SWM Plan for a proposed parking area. The parking area
was designed to drain to two new proposed SWM ponds. The parking area and ponds did not
proceed to construction.
Thornbury Horse Park Approval Submission and Technical Report: Proposed 2012 Works. C.C.
Tatham & Associates Ltd. (March, 2012). This report presented the work proposed on-site in
2012. The work presented in this report did not proceed to construction. This report included the
design for a proposed diversion channel. This diversion channel has been approved and the key
design details are summarized within this report.

Proposed Land Use
The Cedar Run Wakeboard Cable Park is proposed to consist of a large circular wakeboard pond
(Pond A), a smaller multi-level wakeboard pond, a pro shop/office, a commercial plaza, overnight
accommodation cottages, a passive recreation area and associated parking and access roads.
The proposed interim development plan is to construct the 2 wakeboard ponds, pro shop/office,
parking areas and associated access roads. Commercial and overnight accommodation development
(residential) will be part of a future phase. The existing ponds constructed onsite as part of the
previous Horse Park use will be retrofitted as required for stormwater management. An intermittent
tributary watercourse that currently bisects the site will be diverted as originally proposed for the Horse
Park development. The diversion will direct flows around the pond location to Indian Brook and the
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Grey Road 2 roadside ditch as previously approved. The plan has also allowed for lands set aside for
Clark Street to be realigned through the site. This realignment was the subject of previous discussions
with the Town and a recent EA.
The proposed development plan is illustrated on the Post Development Drainage Plan (Drawing DP-2)
included at the end of this report.
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2

Existing Drainage Conditions
Site drainage primarily drains to an intermittent flowing watercourse that bisects the site alongside an
existing gravel driveway to Grey Road 2. At Grey Road 2, the tributary ties into the roadside ditch
drainage system which drains north along Grey Road 2 to Clark Street via a man-made drainage ditch
then east under Clark Street and Highway 26 to Georgian Bay. Historically, the base mapping for the
site area indicates that this intermittent tributary watercourse drained into Indian Brook approximately
80 m upstream of Grey Road 2. The area’s existing drainage characteristics are summarized as
follows and illustrated on the Existing Overall Drainage Plan (Figure ODP-1) and the Pre-Development
Drainage Plan (Drawing DP-1):












2.1

In 2007-2008, grading occurred onsite to create the Thornbury Horse Park event areas and three
ponds were constructed onsite alongside the tributary watercourse. The event areas are grass
covered and sand and primarily drain overland to the three ponds and ultimately the tributary
watercourse. Investigations in the spring of 2012 confirmed that two of the existing ponds were
functioning on-line with the tributary watercourse.
Catchment 101 (5.13 ha) is the existing drainage area to Pond #1. The catchment is primarily
grass covered and includes sand event areas. Pond #1 is currently functioning on-line with the
tributary watercourse.
Catchment 102 (2.96 ha) is the existing drainage area to Pond #2 and Pond #3. The catchment
is primarily grass covered and includes sand event areas. Pond #2 is currently functioning online with the tributary watercourse.
Catchment 1 (80.08 ha) is the remaining drainage area to the intermittent tributary watercourse to
its connection to the Grey Road 2 roadside ditch. The catchment consists of a mix of forest and
agricultural lands.
Catchment 2 (16.83 ha) is the drainage area on the site and adjacent lands that drains directly to
the roadside ditch along Grey Road 2 and Clark Street. This catchment is primarily grass
covered and conveys surface runoff to the southwest corner of Grey Road 2 and Clark Street.
Catchment 3 (136 ha) is the drainage area external to the site north of Clark Street and ultimately
ties into the Grey Road 2 roadside ditch system.

Hydrologic Analysis
In order to quantify pre-development runoff rates to the intermittent tributary watercourse and
downstream, a hydrologic analysis of the watershed was completed including development of a predevelopment Visual OTTHYMO hydrologic model. The model includes the three ponds and the
grading recently completed onsite. The model is consistent with the original approved design such
that the hydrologic properties of each catchment match the approved post-development design from
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earlier phases. The hydrologic analysis and associated calculations are included in Appendix A and
the expected peak flow rates are summarized in the following table:
Table 1: Pre-Development Peak Flow Summary
Design Storm

Intermittent Tributary at Grey Road 2

Intermittent Tributary at Highway 26

(cms)

(cms)

Hydrograph 803

Hydrograph 801

2 Year

0.32

0.73

5 Year

0.54

1.24

10 Year

0.72

1.62

25 Year

0.97

1.96

50 Year

1.18

2.22

100 Year

1.39

2.50

Regional

3.14

4.53

Note: Peak Flows generated by SCS 24 Hour Type II Design Storms
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3

Stormwater Management Plan
The stormwater management plan developed for the subject property is in accordance with the criteria
set forth in the MOE Stormwater Management Planning and Design Manual and previous approvals
for the site. The stormwater management plan has been designed in accordance with the SWM
criteria established for the site and is presented in the following sections.

3.1

Design Criteria
Based on the information gathered on-site, the background information collected and our analysis of
this information, a clear understanding of the SWM issues was gained. Consistent with previous SWM
plans and approvals for the site, the following issues are to be addressed in the proposed SWM plan:








3.2

Indian Brook and Georgian Bay are cold water fisheries requiring Level 1 ‘Enhanced’ water
quality treatment to Provincial standards. The proposed SWM plan must achieve 80% total
suspended solids (TSS) removal prior to off-site discharge.
To ensure that the downstream conveyance system is not adversely impacted by increased flows
caused by the development, the SWM plan must attenuate post development peak flow rates offsite to existing levels for the 2-year through 100-year design storms for storm flows to the
intermittent tributary.
The Grey Road 2 roadside ditch has historically presented flood problems and as a result the
intermittent tributary watercourse will be diverted to direct high flows to Indian Brook. This will
significantly reduce flows to the Grey Road 2 roadside ditch. This diversion was previously
designed and approved but not yet constructed.
The stormwater management plan must accommodate the flows from the external drainage
areas west of the subject property and must provide safe conveyance of the Regulatory storm
event peak flows through the site to the downstream drainage system.

Diversion Channel
Under existing conditions, the tributary watercourse bisecting the site runs alongside the existing
gravel driveway off Grey Road 2 through a vegetated ditch. At Grey Road 2, the tributary ties into the
roadside ditch drainage system.
As previously approved with the Cedar Run development, it is proposed to divert the existing tributary
watercourse around the area proposed for wakeboard Pond A to direct flows to the Indian Brook as the
primary outlet and the Grey Road 2 ditch as the low flow outlet. The diversion channel will include a
split constructed towards the downstream end of the diversion channel to split the flow. A baseflow
channel will be constructed from the split to the Grey Road 2 roadside ditch to maintain low flows in the
downstream drainage system. Overflow surface runoff will be diverted to Indian Brook. The design for
the channel diversion was completed and approved by the Town of The Blue Mountains, County and
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GSCA in 2012 but never constructed. The same drawings that were approved in 2012 will be used for
this approval.
The proposed diversion channel cross-section has been designed to mimic the natural upstream
watercourse cross-section and has a minimum conveyance capacity of 1.4 m3/s, equal to the expected
100 year design storm peak flow. The existing culvert outlet to Indian Brook will be removed and
replaced with a 600 mm diameter CSP culvert, sized to convey the expected surface runoff
downstream to Indian Brook. The baseflow channel has been designed to convey baseflows while
allowing for fish passage upstream. Riverstone riffles will be installed in the diversion channel to force
baseflows (~10 L/s) through the baseflow channel while allowing surface runoff to spill through the
diversion channel to Indian Brook.
It is noted that the tributary watercourse has been identified as a warm water fishery and the design of
the diversion channel follows the principles of natural channel design. Low gradients, in-water
structure, overhanging canopy, and erosion controls have all been incorporated into the design of the
proposed diversion channel. Similarly, the same features have been included in the design of the
baseflow channel.

3.3

Proposed Drainage Conditions
A stormwater management plan has been developed for the wakeboard park that complies with the
appropriate technical SWM guidelines and achieves the SWM criteria established for the site. The
proposed SWM plan maximizes the developed area draining to the existing Pond #3 as the main
quantity and quality control feature for the site. The proposed site drainage characteristics are
illustrated on the Post Development Drainage Plan (Drawing DP-2) and are summarized as follows:








Catchment 201 (5.05 ha) is the proposed drainage area to Pond #1. The existing grassed area
will be developed into a passive recreation area with very little land use or drainage change and
will continue to be controlled by Pond #1, consistent with existing conditions.
Catchment 202 (6.35 ha) is the proposed drainage area to retrofitted Pond #3. The existing
grassed area will be developed for the pro shop/office, a commercial plaza, overnight
accommodations, and associated parking and access roads. Retrofitted Pond #3 will provide
quantity and quality control and discharge to the intermittent tributary watercourse upstream of
the diversion.
The wakeboard ponds shall capture all water that falls within their areas and no water will be
discharged from the ponds. This water will be used to minimize required water taking.
Catchment 1 (77.75 ha) is reduced from pre-development conditions based on the increased
drainage to Pond #3 and the watercourse diversion. No development is proposed to this
catchment at this time.
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Catchment 2 (10.93 ha) is reduced from pre-development conditions based on the increased
drainage to Pond #3 and the construction of the wakeboard ponds. This catchment will have a
small increased imperviousness based on ultimate development conditions and the potential for
the Clark Street realignment. Quantity control for Catchment 2 is not required as the watercourse
diversion will significantly reduce the overall flows to Grey Road 2. The impervious areas will
drain via grassed swales and ditches to provide the requisite quality control.
Catchment 3 will be unaffected from pre-development conditions.

Retrofitted Pond #3 and existing Pond #1 will provide the required level of water quality and quantity
control to achieve the SWM criteria established for the entire area, as described in the following
subsections.

3.3.1

Water Quantity Control
The existing runoff rates to the intermittent tributary watercourse upstream of the proposed diversion
must be maintained under proposed conditions by restricting post development peak flow rates to predevelopment levels for the 2-year through 100-year design storms. Safe conveyance of the
Regulatory Timmins storm event must also be provided through the site. This will be achieved through
a retrofit of existing Pond #3. The existing water level is approximately 194.90 m as determined
through site survey and this elevation shall be maintained as the permanent pool elevation. The top of
bank shall be regraded and set at 196.20 m at the approximate elevation of the trail crossing between
Pond #2 and Pond #3. The proposed improvements are illustrated in the Pond Improvements Plan
(Drawing PND-1). The pond retrofit improvements and existing pond modifications are described as
follows:








Site investigations confirmed that Pond #1 and #2 were functioning on-line with the tributary
watercourse. The pond banks shall be re-established such that Pond #1 functions off-line in
accordance with its original design and Pond #2 will also be brought off-line;
An outlet to the existing watercourse from retrofitted Pond #3 will be installed to ensure quantity
control occurs from this pond. The outlet will be comprised of a reverse grade pipe, a primary low
flow control orifice, a ditch inlet catchbasin and a secondary low flow control pipe outletting to the
existing watercourse;
The low flow control pipes and the ditch inlet will be constructed to maintain the existing
permanent pool of the pond and have been sized to optimize peak flow attenuation under minor
storm events; and
An emergency overflow spillway will be constructed to release major storm peak flows
downstream if the primary outlets are blocked.

As described above, the area draining to Pond #3 is increased under proposed conditions. Through
implementation of the outlet controls described above and as illustrated on Drawing PND-1, control of
the 2-year through 100-year storms to pre-development levels is maintained. The associated StageStorage Discharge calculations are included in Appendix B. To confirm post-development flows to the
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channel, a hydrologic analysis using Visual OTTHYMO was completed. The hydrologic analysis and
associated calculations are also included in Appendix B and the results are summarized in the
following table:
Table 2: Post Development Peak Flow Summary
Design Storm

Pond Outflows
Hydrograph 802

(cms)

Intermittent
Tributary

Downstream of Grey
Road 2

Hydrograph 803

Hydrograph 801

2 Year

0.02

(cms)
0.30

5 Year

0.04

0.51

0.70

10 Year

0.05

0.67

0.88

25 Year

0.06

0.91

1.03

50 Year

0.08

1.10

1.14

100 Year

0.11

1.31

1.24

(0.03)
(0.04)
(0.06)
(0.08)
(0.10)
(0.13)

(0.32)
(0.54)
(0.72)
(0.97)
(1.18)
(1.39)

(cms)
0.41
(0.73)
(1.24)
(1.62)
(1.96)
(2.22)
(2.50)

Note: (0.039) – equivalent pre-development flow rate

A comparison of the post and pre-development flow summaries to the unnamed tributary watercourse
from Catchments 201 and 202 and at the proposed diversion confirm that the proposed retrofit to Pond
#3 can attenuate the 2-year through 100-year post development flows to levels at or below existing.
The diversion of the intermittent tributary watercourse significantly decreases the peak flows at Grey
Road 2.

3.3.2

Water Quality Control
As discussed, Level 1 “Enhanced” water quality treatment is required in the form of 80% total
suspended solids (TSS) removal. Catchment 202 will be treated on-site through the retrofit of existing
Pond #3. The following elements have been incorporated into the SWM pond retrofit to improve water
quality:


A reverse grade pipe and orifice to promote sedimentation and pollutant removal;



Extended flow path to further promote sedimentation and pollutant removal; and



Construction of grassed overland flow routes to provide pre-treatment and sediment removal.

Under proposed conditions, approximately 6.35 ha will drain to the retrofitted Pond #3 at a combined
imperviousness level of 17%. For Level 1 water quality treatment, the required permanent pool and
extended detention volumes are approximately 255 m3 and 290 m3 respectively. The active storage
volume required is approximately 760 m3 according to the erosion control requirements of the MOECC
SWM Design Manual. Based on the original pond design, the total permanent pool volume provided is
Cedar Run Wakeboard Cable Park
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approximately 1400 m3. The retrofitted pond design provides approximately 910 m3 of extended
detention. Sedimentation should be cleaned out such that the minimum permanent pool depth is 1 m
in accordance with MOE recommended depths for wet ponds. This will maintain the permanent pool
volume well above the required storage.
The pond drawdown time for the 25-mm design storm is approximately 10 hours and the drawdown
time at the extended detention water level is approximately 29 hours. The grassed swales and
overland drainage shall provide pre-treatment leading into the pond. Water quality storage and
drawdown calculations are included in Appendix C for reference.
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4

Wakeboard Pond Surface Water Management
As previously described, the proposed development consists of a multi-level wakeboard pond and a
larger circular wakeboard pond referred to as Pond A. The following sections describe the pond
construction and the strategy for filling and maintaining water levels within the ponds.

4.1

Pond Construction
The wakeboard pond construction is proposed to occur in the summer of 2018. This is to facilitate
collection of water from the surplus available from the fall and spring freshet runoff in 2019 to fill the
ponds leading up to the proposed opening in 2019. Extensive analysis of construction and
maintenance concerns related to the pond were completed in the Geotechnical and Hydrogeological
Study for Proposed Cedar Run Wakeboard Cable Park report prepared by WSP Canada Inc. (2017) to
be submitted under separate cover.
The WSP report indicates high permeability of the cohesionless deposits at the bottom and lower
portions of the pond slopes. To limit seepage/piping, a clay or synthetic membrane liner is required at
the bottoms and sides of the ponds. In keeping with the WSP recommendations, a clay liner is
proposed with a minimum 0.5 m thickness constructed of low permeability material and compacted to
at least 98% SPMDD. Furthermore, earth fill for the berms surrounding the ponds will be constructed
to consist of inorganic low permeability material (clayey silt/silty clay) to limit seepage/piping and
groundwater intrusion into the berm.
The potential for the pond to interface with the groundwater has also been considered in the design.
As summarized in the WSP report, Pond A will extend below the groundwater table into the sandy soils
below the top soil. During construction groundwater control if required will be managed by sumps in
the sandy soils, but may also require excavation of drainage pits to the base of any saturated sand and
gravel deposits. Further details of the proposed groundwater control are summarized in the WSP
report and will be addressed during construction. Data from the borehole drilling and monitoring well
testing indicates that daily pumping volumes will be less than 400,000 litres per day which would
require an MOE Permit to Take Water (PTTW). However, conservative estimates indicate that the
dewatering will still exceed 50,000 litres per day and thus should be registered on the Environmental
Activity and Site Registry (EASR) prior to construction.

4.2

Pond Initial Filling
The total storage volume required for Pond A is 30,100 m3 and the total storage volume required for
the multi-level wakeboard pond is approximately 10,500 m3. Water balance calculations from
September to May of a typical year indicate that Pond A can collect approximately 17,400 m3 from
snow melt and rain that falls on the pond surface area and the central island within Pond A. Similarly,
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the multi-level wakeboard pond can collect approximately 7,700 m3 from September to May.
Therefore, the total deficit that needs to be filled between the two ponds is approximately 15,600 m3.
Water balance calculations for the intermittent tributary drainage area indicates that the total runoff
through the on-site tributary from September to May is approximately 120,500 m3. The proposal is to
fill the remainder of the ponds by capturing and diverting a small portion of this spring runoff.
Calculations in Appendix D indicate that 13% of this runoff would be diverted to the ponds to initially fill
them to make up the deficit.

4.3

Pond Level Maintenance
To limit water losses within the wakeboard ponds, a clay liner is proposed for each pond to minimize
any potential infiltration/exfiltration. Details of the clay liner requirements are described in greater
detail in Section 4.1 and in the WSP geotechnical report.
Due to the clay liner, infiltration losses are considered negligible. Water balance calculations were
completed for the pond based on evaporation losses to consider how much water needs to be added
to maintain water levels. Climate normal data for precipitation in Thornbury and representative
evaporation losses of small open water-bodies in Ontario were used in the water balance. These
calculations indicate that the largest deficit will occur in July. Pond A and the multi-level wakeboard
pond will have a total deficit of 1,195 m3 in July. To maintain water levels in the ponds, water taking
will be required during this time frame at a rate of approximately 38,540 litres/day to make up for the
deficit. This is less than 50,000 litres per day and therefore would not require a PTTW. There are
several on-site sources available to supplement the ponds. The intermittent tributary and Indian Brook
are available surface water sources. Groundwater sources can be made available through drilled
wells and the Town has a municipal water supply to the property. The current proposed supplemental
water supply source is Indian Brook. It is noted that a PTTW from Indian Brook to trickle feed the onsite ponds for irrigation and recreational purposes was previously issued to the Cedar Run Corporation
and expired in 2015. It is envisioned that this permit would be renewed for this project. Supporting
calculations are included in Appendix D.
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5

Siltation and Erosion Control
Siltation and erosion control will be implemented for all construction activities within the development
site, including vegetation clearing, topsoil stripping, road construction and stockpiling of materials. The
basic principles considered to minimize erosion and sedimentation and resultant negative
environmental impacts include:


Minimize disturbance activities where possible;



Expose the smallest possible land area to erosion for the shortest possible time;



Institute erosion control measures as-required immediately;



Implement sediment control measures before the outset of construction activities; and



Carry out regular inspections of erosion/sediment control measures and repair or maintain as
necessary.

The detailed siltation and erosion control measures proposed to be implemented during and after
construction are identified on the Siltation and Erosion Control Plan (Drawing SC-1) and include the
following:






Heavy duty silt fences will be erected around the perimeter of the site before any grading
operations commence to control sediment movement sites;
A construction vehicle entrance will be constructed and maintained consisting of a stone mud mat
to reduce off-site tracking of materials; and
Straw bale flow check dams and rock flow check dams will be installed in the on-site and off-site
overland flow routes/ditches to prevent the movement of sediment downstream.
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6

Conclusions
In conclusion, the proposed surface water management strategy confirms the development as
proposed will have no adverse impacts on the intermittent tributary watercourse, Indian Brook or
Georgian Bay. Level 1 ‘Enhanced’ water quality control in the form of 80% TSS removal and water
quantity control in the form of post to pre-development peak flow attenuation are provided within the
proposed SWM plan. The wakeboard pond construction strategy will allow for the ponds to be filled
within a single year and the water levels can be maintained from the available water taking sources
without adverse effects.
If you have any questions or concerns please do not hesitate to call.
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Intern Engineer
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Vice President,
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APPENDIX A:
PRE-DEVELOPMENT HYDROLOGY

APPENDIX B:
POST-DEVELOPMENT HYDROLOGY

APPENDIX C:
WATER QUALITY CALCULATIONS

APPENDIX D:
WAKEBOARD PONDS WATER BALANCE CALCULATIONS

Project:

Cedar Run Wakeboard Cable Park

Date:

March 2017

File No.:

115232

Designed:

DAM

Subject:

Wakeboard Fill and Maintenance Calculations

Checked:

DJH

WAKEBOARD POND FILL CALCULATIONS
Wakeboard Pond A
Total Storage Volume:
Water Balance From December to May:
Runoff From Island Area From December to May:
Pond Deficit:

30,118.27
9,841.44
956.09
19,320.75

Multi-Level Wakeboard Pond
Total Storage Volume:
Water Balance From December to May:
Pond Deficit:

3
10,521.18 m
3
4,763.69 m
3
5,757.49 m

Total Deficit to Supplement:

3
25,078.23 m

Catchment 1 (78 ha):
Total Runoff From December to May:

3
85,112.17 m

Percent of Runoff Required:

m3
m3
m3
m3

29%

WAKEBOARD POND LEVEL MAINTENANCE CALCULATIONS
Wakeboard Pond A
Greatest Deficit
Month of Greatest Deficit

3
(888) m
July

Multi-Level Wakeboard Pond
Greatest Deficit
Month of Greatest Deficit

3
(307) m
July

Total Deficit to Supplement:
Days in Month
Required Water Taking Rate:

3
(1,195) m
31

38,540 litres/day

<50,000 litres per day which requires Permit to Take Water.

Rural
Residential

Agricultural

Storage

Vacant Employment Land

CLARK ST
Residential

Town of Blue Mountains
Fire Hall and OPP Station

GREY R
D2

Residential

OK Tire &
Auto Service

Zwart's Topsoil &
Landscape Supplies

Rural Residential

Craigleith Carefree
RV Resort
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